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In a recent survey, KPMG predicted over a 20% 
growth in the use of Cloud based applications be-
tween 2017 and 2020.  

Whilst these applications bring agility and opera-
tional efficiencies, they can also, if left uncontrolled, 
cause you to lose control of your most prized asset 
- your data.  

With regulatory factors such as GDPR, maintaining 
visibility and control over your data is vital.

Nephos’ SmartDiscovery service provides this vis-
ibility, providing an insight into the cloud applica-
tions that you’re using, whether you know about 
them or not.  As part of our service we:

• Identify and build awareness of your current 
cloud usage 

• Assess your risk based on the applications 
you’re using and data movement 

• Understand potential data exposure 

• Provide actionable recommendations 

Your business will be using Cloud applications, 
whether you sanction them or not, but do you 
know where your data is being stored and 
which Cloud applications are being used?

Nephos SmartDiscovery
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OUR APPROACH

Nephos’ SmartDiscovery service is a non-intrusive 
approach to gaining visibility into your Cloud usage, 
without deploying new security services into your 
infrastructure.  To complete the discovery process 
all we need is a copy of your log files from your Web 
proxy, Next Generation Firewalls and other devices.  
Our log collector will then parse these logs to pro-
vide our output discovery document.

For known applications such as Office 365 and 
Google Suite, we are able to seamlessly connect via 
API, to your organisations tenant to provide granular 
visibility into the state of your data and any potential 
risk or exposure that may exist.  Again this is done 
with no impact to your users, and no changes to 
your existing infrastructure. 

THE OUTPUT

Following our discovery assessment, Nephos pro-
vides a single output report that provides visibility 
into all Cloud applications that are in use and by 
whom.  

In addition the Cloud applications identified are risk 
profiled based on a combination of elements such.

as the applications security, auditability, data 
retention times and business continuity.  Ne-
phos are able to provide visibility into:

• Overall cloud usage with top applications, 
users 

• Perceived risk level of applications in use 

For those applications that have been sanc-
tioned by I.T. Nephos provides visibility into the 
following

• The number of users on the service
• Cloud security/risk rating
• Datacentre classification, e.g.  SOC2+
• How long does it take for data to be erased?
• Is data encrypted?   To what level?

THE RESULT

Nephos’ SmartDiscovery assessment enables 
you to go from speculation to certainty over the 
Cloud applications that are in use within your 
business.  

We give you the foundation that you need to 
identify your risk profile based on the applica-
tions that are in use and the data being stored 
and shared within them.

BRINGING 
VISIBILITY TO 
YOUR CLOUD 
DATA


